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I hope you can understand this ;) Its easy to understand so I think you can. If not Ill be glad to try to explain it a little bit better. I have been using Ableton Live for a lot of years so my USEs are all mapped out...if this is easier for you. I have been trying to get my
BCD3000 to do the things that are in the mapping file but it doesn't seem to work... no lights, no buttons working. I just don't know where to start. Any ideas? Hi thank you. I spent days in the forum searchin and havnt found anything. I download DJMAX Platinum full
beat edition and reallyl enjoy it. I have a Behringer BCD3000. When I hit the jog wheel up arrow it speeds the whole song up and it is not reversable. I have tried set it to a discrete value to limit speed but it doesent make a differnce. I have tried moving the andrescue
and scratch so they wont set off the jog button. I have also stoped the LPF in the FX Plug-in, manual setting and all that but it doesent effect it. So is there anyone who can help me or at least tell me where I can find a fix?? I have a Behringer BCD3000, I installed
Mixxx1.7.0 and the colour coding is working. Before that I installed the jnRGBtoo and patched it and I dont know why it stopped working. I have tried the patches to make it work but couldnt make it work. Also when I use the jnRGBto or similar plugins (like the track
name plugin) it changes the colours into JOGS and then I cant get the colours back to track. So that is my main problem Hi would love help with a Behringer BCD3000. I have been mixing for years without problems but I have just bought the beheringer BCD3000 and it
is working fine except for the jog. I have tried the patches from the jnRGBtoo plugin but I do not know where to download the correct ones for my version of DjMax. I have tried to make adjustments so the jog stick does not change the colours but this has not worked. I
have also installed Mixxx1.7.0 to it. I have set the JOG to discrete 1, 2, 3 etc (as I thought might be the problem but it has not worked. I have also tried to remove the jnRGBto patches but when I do the colours do not change back to track. Any help would be amazing
and so appreciated
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I set my DAW to use the BCD3000 a little while ago and its not working for some reason and I have to switch back to a USB or firewire for recording. I tried to add an external USB for recording but the file says it can only record one at a time and doesn't seem to
recognize the file being used at the time. It also has problems at times when I make changes on my BCD3000 but I think that has something to do with the drivers. I have a BCD3000 and would like to use it like a controller but from what I read its only compatible with

Traktor Scratch. any help would be great. I tried all of the settings that you recommended and cannot get it to work... it's driving me nuts. I'm not trying to make the BCD3000 part of the problem, I just want to use it like a controller and I have no idea how to do this. It's
a struggle to use Traktor Scratch as a MIDI controller and I'd hate to have to use it that way. What I'd like to be able to do is be able to play something that's a guitar (say) and use the BCD3000 for making scratchys or whatever and another controller be able to play a

keyboard. I'm thinking of getting an Axiom 2000 and using two Ardour tracks to do the work. Any help is appreciated as I'm completely in the dark. A solution for those that have a BCD3000, feel free to use mine. Note that my file is considerably longer than the the one
of jamz55, and it works with my BCD3000 as well. Download it here: /> http://www.mixxx.org/behringer-BCD3000-Mapping.xml (309 KB). Unfortunately there is no info on how to set it up, but it has all the information you need to be able to map things to their original

place. 5ec8ef588b
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